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by the time of this set, doc was ready for his quintet to be called the five blades. most likely, it was a title to direct attention to their roots in spanish music, where they could clearly hear their latin ancestry. the music was pure flamenco (redolent of rumba and other andalusian sounds) and the

results were spectacular. not that the players had to play any special way; their rhythmic sense was clearly of the highest order. the material was a solid combination of flamenco classics and some modern originals. the composer/arranger, pianist/composer andrés segovia, was a veritable
flamenco master, and he worked up an appropriate suite for the occasion. the set is a cross between flamenco and jazz, with a lot of vocal harmony thrown in. the tracks on this album were recorded in late 1964 and early 1965. the way the arrangement unfolds is sometimes a little mechanical,
but the results are lasting. antonio carlos jobim is the most revered composer in the music world and his music is played around the world. as a composer he is a master, as an interpreter he is a virtuoso. his music is immediately identifiable and has a distinctive style. this album includes one of
the most beautiful songs ever written, "a samba kinda love" on the a samba kinda love album. his style is especially evident on the saxophone. this album includes a lot of excellent music from jobim's most famous compositions such as "a cigarra, a trombone, a piano, and a voice" on tristeza de

amor, tristeza de amor and "corcovado" on corcovado . this album was one of my favorites of last year. it features four great concerts from the recording of the living time album recorded at the tower theater in philadelphia. the combo is lead by the great arranger gil evans. this album was
recorded in april 1967 and features the great trumpeter roy eldridge on tenor sax, the great alto saxophonist jimmy heath on alto and tenor, the rhythm section of drummer art taylor and bassist paul chambers and the great trumpeter clifford brown on trumpet. the record is a tribute to gil evans

and his arrangements. "living time" features the great trumpeter roy eldridge on tenor sax, the great alto saxophonist jimmy heath on alto and tenor, the rhythm section of drummer art taylor and bassist paul chambers and the great trumpeter clifford brown on trumpet.
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that i have included this rather than one track mind (sacred bones, 2013). thells you how much this has grown on me over the last few years. as i wrote in my original review: getting to know inner journey out is something of a journey in itself. for me it started off feeling fairly bland, yet as i
listened to it more and more i came to realise that it gives up its secrets slowly. it is an album that, like its tempo, creeps up on you. you can almost hear it. soul discovery is a journey. it starts out slowly and then grows to a climax. it is a grandiose and majestic album and it is not just a journey in
sounds and colours. its a journey into the soul. in fact, as i said in my original review, by the end of the journey we are left with the feeling that we have seen and learnt things we could not have expected. its an album that asks you to close your eyes, open yourself up, and let its melody flood in.
its a journey, and we arrive at the end in the warm glow of a new appreciation of life. i originally reviewed this in 2013 and i am going to repeat it here because, in some ways, it is a timeless review. this is an album that is essentially psychedelic music at its purest, and this is a thing that needs
to be said, over and over again. as it turns out, there is far more to psychedelics than throwing a few feet of dna into the soup. its a real thing that we tend to shy away from, even if we understand its import. perhaps it is because we have thought of it in such a trivial way that we dont want to
engage with it. i know that i am guilty of this. this album takes a step towards healing that wound and i for one am grateful for that. it is a real thing to see and feel the power of that music. it is a real thing to close your eyes and open yourself up to. its a real thing to travel to a new place. if we

open up a little more, we may find that we are not so far away from a lot of things that we have been afraid of. this is a great album. 5ec8ef588b
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